Porsche 944 problems

Meticulously built with top-quality components, the Porsche was expensive new but offers a lot
for the money today, especially when you factor in remarkably good fuel economy and quite
exceptional parts availability for a s classic. It was installed in a flared-arch Carrera GT-like
bodyshell with turbo suspension and brakes, becoming an instant hit. Steady improvement over
its year production life only enhanced that. Wing rot is common, too, and some cars are full of
filler: check carefully, ideally with a magnet. Glassfibre front wings are a cheap option. A
high-mileage car with full history is likely to be much less costly to run, at least in the short
term, because a low-mileage car will probably have faulty electrics condensation leads to
corrosion when sitting unused , seized brakes and other problems related to limited usage.
Beware of false low-mileage claims, too, especially on early cars with five-digit odometers. Pre
update models have a s-style dashboard that you either love or hate, with a low-set steering
wheel just above your thighs. The later oval dash is modern, stylish and attractive, with a
higher-set wheel, but the gauges especially the clock and heater controls have proved less
reliable than those of earlier cars. There is a choice of genuine spares from main dealers
sometimes cheaper than elsewhere , quality aftermarket products from specialists and
second-hand items from breakers. Early cars are relatively simple and have classic appeal,
whereas S2s offer the highest performance outside turbos and are often quicker off the mark.
They are the sensible choice and less complex than a turbo, but are not readily tunable.
Well-maintained engines can stand more than , miles, but look for proof of regular maintenance,
no excessive oil or coolant leaks or mixing, and no smoke or rumbling on turbos. Balljoints are
integral with the cast-aluminium lower arm steel pre ; they wear and can crack. Tramlining when
driving indicates a problem. Worn synchros, whining and oil leaks require a costly rebuild; a
slipping or baulky clutch needs transmission out; CV joints click or vibrate when tired. Make
sure headlights go up and down correctly and give a good beam, plus that all electrical items
are in good working order. Seats can be honest witnesses to care and mileage: inspect for wear,
damage and correct function; also for water ingress, especially below sunroof. The
Nikasil-coated aluminium blocks cannot be rebored, so get a compression test done if in doubt;
it will also show gasket and valve leaks. Replacing cam drive and balancer-shaft drive belts at
48, miles or four years is vital to avoid a blown engine; the water pump should also be checked
and replaced if in doubt. Listen for rumbling and look for smoke on turbos. If well maintained,
the unit lasts well over k miles; standard maximum boost is 1. Inspect for oil leaks from the
engine and power steering; oil pressure should be 5bar at speed, Vibrations often stem from
tired engine mountings: if the bottom hose touches the offside chassis leg, that mount has
collapsed. A worn or stiff gear linkage is common: upgrades using much more durable bushes
are available. The front suspension wears, which means replacing the entire lower arm; lowered
suspension and wide wheels can lead to cracked arms with dangerous consequences. Uprating
with CS suspension parts is an option. Brake calipers often seize and can be costly to put right.
An ill-fitting tailgate causes extra noise. Check electric windows, mirrors, sunroof, tailgate
release, seats and, where fitted, air-con for correct function. Look in boot for spacesaver spare,
compressor and toolkit. Next up is KW suspension for a more compliant ride. Build quality and
reliability reflected the cheaper price new; a practical DiY prospect now. Almost all have
vanished: parts will be an issue for the survivors. Beware corrosion, clocking and misuse â€”
they can turn your prize into misery. And a fastidious service history will repay a small price
premium tenfold in the longer term. Starter classics: 14 great cars for a first-timer. Skip to main
navigation. By Malcolm McKay. Images: Tony Baker. Porsche what to look for. Bodywork See
above for trouble spots. Engine Well-maintained engines can stand more than , miles, but look
for proof of regular maintenance, no excessive oil or coolant leaks or mixing, and no smoke or
rumbling on turbos. Suspension Balljoints are integral with the cast-aluminium lower arm steel
pre ; they wear and can crack. Transmission Worn synchros, whining and oil leaks require a
costly rebuild; a slipping or baulky clutch needs transmission out; CV joints click or vibrate
when tired. Electrics Make sure headlights go up and down correctly and give a good beam,
plus that all electrical items are in good working order. Interior Seats can be honest witnesses
to care and mileage: inspect for wear, damage and correct function; also for water ingress,
especially below sunroof. Porsche on the road. Also consider. Share Tweet Email. Related
Articles. Barn-find revived: the last Porsche Features. Saving the best for last: Porsche 3.
Porsche four all: celebrating the E, and Features. No car is perfect, but we've gathered
everything relating to the Porsche reliability here to help you decide if it's a smart buy. I haven't
heard of this problem before and I would suggest it's a result of age rather than anything else.
Because it's intermittent it can be hard to trace, but I would be looking for a faulty connection,
perhaps one that's corroded or loose. I would take it to an independent Porsche specialist, or an
auto electrician. The valve seats are the same in the pre-'86 engines as those built after the
introduction of unleaded fuel. But you will need to run octane fuel if you want to get the best out

of it. WHEN you think of Porsche, you can't help but think of the rear-engined cars that have
made the German sports carmaker legendary. Rarely do the front-engined cars come to mind,
yet they're very Sorry, there are no cars that match your search. Porsche Problems No car is
perfect, but we've gathered everything relating to the Porsche reliability here to help you decide
if it's a smart buy. Engine Porsche engine cutting out Answered by CarsGuide 14 Jul Show
More. Unleaded porsche Answered by CarsGuide 12 Jan Disclaimer: You acknowledge and
agree that all answers are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as
bespoke advice. Carsguide is not liable for the accuracy of any information provided in the
answers. Complete Guide to Porsche Porsche cars for sale. We are big fans of the Porsche here
at Garage Dreams and for good reason. The was an incredibly well-built sports car that was
aimed at the mid-range market. We have also included information on the history of the Porsche
and its specifications, along with more general car purchasing advice. This is a big article, so
make sure you check out the table of contents below. Skip to a certain section or just read the
whole thing. The first thing we will cover is the history of the Porsche and then the
specifications. The was a more affordable Porsche than the highly praised and it sold incredibly
well. Porsche settled on a longitudinally front mounted engine with a combined gearbox and
differential transaxle at the rear of the car. This combined with the fully independent Porsche
suspension meant that the new sports car handled extremely well and could handle more power
if needed. This left Porsche with a problem; do they end the project or do they carry on alone?
Porsche decided to buy the design back from Volkswagen and then use it to replace the and the
It went on sale in and by the end of its production life in Porsche had managed to sell , of them.
The main criticism of the was that it featured an under-powered Audi engine. In its final form,
the 4. Engineers at Porsche decided that this V8 engine would be a great basis for a new
four-cylinder engine for their entry level motorcars. Porsche decided to launch the new at the 24
Hours of Le Mans. This new replacement was fitted with the new 2. While the four-cylinder
engine borrowed much from its bigger brother, it did also feature quite a lot of changes. The
engine was fitted with dual counter-rotating balance shafts that were designed to balance out
the naturally unbalanced secondary forces inherent in four-cylinder engines. As Porsche had
created the engine by halving the V8 it was slanted at 45 degrees to the right and engineers
fitted a KKK supercharger that delivered A Motronic engine management system was added and
was used to precisely control the ignition timing, boost pressure, and the fuel injection system.
With all the changes the racing produced as much as horsepower at 6, rpm. Incredibly, this was
nearly double the amount of power that the larger V8 engine produced in US markets. The new
Porsche worked incredibly well taking seventh place behind purpose-built machines. The
production version of the Porsche would make its debut the next year in It was fitted with the
same 2. Launching the at Le Mans was a stroke of genius by Porsche. The cars performance
and Le Mans result gave the car credibility and the presence of a high-tech Porsche engine
under the bonnet meant that the was much more desirable. Along with its surprising speed, the
retained the excellent handling characteristics of its predecessor. Weight distribution was even
better with a The first version of the Porsche featured the same interior as the , but with flared
fenders and slightly different styling. By the mid-eighties, Porsche decided that there needed to
be more distinction between the two models. They decided to give the a new dashboard, door
trim pieces and an embedded radio antenna. An option of heated power seats was added, and
for those that wanted better sounding tunes they could opt for a Hi-Fi system. Porsche also
improved the transaxle mounts to reduce road noise. Under the hood Porsche upgraded the
electronics and some of the other components. For those that wanted something a bit more
exquisite they could opt for some wheels from Fuchs. They upgraded the front and rear with
new cast alloy control arms and semi-trailing arms. The downside of ABS was that the Fuchs
wheels could no longer be fitted to the due to the necessary 52 mm change to the wheel offset.
Another safety feature that Porsche added was the addition of airbags. This led to a change in
steering wheel that many regarded as much uglier than the aluminum one fitted to earlier s. The
last change for the model year was an updated Motronic engine management system. With the
changes made, the engine also required a new cylinder head design with larger valves. The
updated engine produced horsepower, exactly the same as the original European market with
the 2. While the was a step up from the in the performance department, many owners and
potential buyers still wanted more. The first turbocharged version of the entered production in
for the model year, and it was significantly more powerful than the naturally aspirated variant.
Power for the new Turbo sat at horsepower and lb ft of torque, a significant increase over the hp
found in the original car. A ceramic port liner was used for the first time in a production Porsche
and the car also featured the same power output regardless of whether or not it used a catalytic
converter. Speaking of the transmission, it featured a different final ratio that was made
stronger to cope with the significant power increase. The turbocharged was not only treated to

an engine upgrade, but also a suspension upgrade as well. Porsche gave the car more
progressive springs and made the suspension setup slightly stiffer. The brakes were also
improved with mm inch discs from the and Brembo four-piston fixed calipers. ABS was
standard on US models and the car sat on inch wheels although Fuchs were also available as
an optional extra. In the US version of the Turbo became the first car in the world to be fitted
with both driver and passenger airbags as standard. No changes were made to the engine for
this year, but alterations were made to the suspension control arms to reduce the scrub radius.
Porsche launched the Turbo S in for those who wanted even more power and performance. A
new KKK K turbocharger was fitted and changes were made to the engine mapping. The new
mapping kept the turbocharger boost at With the changes made to the engine the Porsche S
now produced horsepower at 6, rpm and lb ft of torque at 4, rpm. This gave the car progressive
rate springs, larger hollow anti-roll bars, and Koni adjustable shocks, with the front units having
adjustable ride height. Fuchs created the inch wheels for the Turbo S and they were 7-inches
wide at the front an 9-inches wide at the rear. As the tires and wheels were wider than those
fitted to earlier s, Porsche had to remodel the fenders. The car was also fitted with ABS and the
front brakes were the same as those used on the high-performance Porsche inch discs with
Brembo four-piston calipers. The Turbo S retained the same rear brakes as one the standard
Turbo. On the inside occupants were treated to power seats and a speaker sound system was a
popular optional extra. Many Turbo S models were finished in a Burgundy Plaid exterior color
scheme. The last version of the Turbo was the Turbo Cabriolet. ASC also crafted the bodies for
the S2 Cabriolet. In total, Turbo Cabriolets were produced with being built in right-hand drive
while the remaining were left-hand drive. Interestingly, this model was not imported into the
United States, despite the fact that it would have been popular with Californian customers still, a
few have ended up in America as second-hand imports. Porsche fitted the new S with a higher
performance version of the NA four cylinder engine. Engineers updated the engine with
dual-overhead camshafts that operated four valves per cylinder and changed the engine
management system to a revised Motronic 2 variant. This updated engine management system
featured dual knock sensors that could best handle the With the changes made power was
increase to horsepower, a 24 horsepower increase over the standard European car. The engine
also featured an automatic adjusting timing belt tensioner and a magnesium alloy valve cover.
In addition to the changes made to the engine, the S also received the rear wheel brake circuit
regulator from the Turbo and the gear ratios were optimized for the higher revving DOHC engine
that featured a 6, rpm red line. An updated version of the S, the S2, appeared in and it was given
a 3. Porsche offered the S2 with the option of air bags, a limited-slip differential, and ABS
brakes. The car also came with inch Series 90 cast allow wheels as standard. Porsche made
only a handful of these cars in but nearly 4, were produced for the next year. However, the S3
design eventually morphed into the , which became its replacement. We always recommend that
you inspect any Porsche you are thinking of buying yourself or get a trustworthy third party to
do so for you. It is also a good idea to take someone with you when you go to a car inspection
as they may spot something you missed. The reason for this is because warm engines can hide
a number of issues with the vehicle that could lead to some very expensive bills down the track.
In addition to this, avoid inspecting a Porsche when it is raining or when the car is wet. If you do
inspect a when it is wet, try to arrange a second viewing before making a decision. When it
comes to this question we are not going to be answering it. The reason for this is because
prices for Porsche s can vary widely depending on where you live in the world, the model you
are wanting to buy, and the condition of the vehicle. However, watch out for deals that seem to
good to be true. In the following section we will be covering everything you need to know when
inspecting a Porsche While Porsche s are fairly reliable and robust motorcars a poorly
maintained one can be an expensive problem. The VIN can reveal quite a bit of information
about the Porsche you are looking at and its history. You should be able to find the VIN in the
following locations depending on the model :. Are there any modifications? Is the engine bay
clean or dirty? A super clean engine bay can indicate a well-maintained vehicle or an owner who
is trying to hide an oil leak. Once you have taken a good general look at the engine bay, start
checking the fluid levels. If the fluid levels are too low or too high, it indicates that the owner
has not maintained the properly. Additionally, incorrect fluid levels can lead to premature part
wear or even total failure. It is always important to change the engine oil and the oil filter at the
recommended service intervals or before on a Porsche Below we have listed when the oil and
oil filter should be replaced:. Seeing as this is the case, most owners recommend that you
replace the engine oil every 5, â€” 8, km 3, â€” 5, miles. Below we have created a little guide for
those wondering what engine oil to use in a Porsche Some owners also recommend 10W if you
live in a place with a very cold winter. For colder environments it is recommended that you use
a 5W engine oil. We also recommend that you check with the owner to see which engine oil they

use in their Porsche It is recommended that you change the oil filter with every second oil
change. Some owners like to change the filter with every oil change they are cheap so why not.
The following oil filters should be used in a Porsche When you check the oil level, take a look at
the dipstick and oil itself. If it looks frothy it may be a sign of a head gasket leak. Additionally, if
there are any metallic particles or grit in the oil you should walk away. There should be a plastic
pan located underneath the engine. If it is there, run your finger on the upper surface â€” do you
notice any puddles of oil or other fluid? It is also important to check the oil pan for any dents. A
large dent in the pan suggests that the vehicle was jacked up by the oil pan or the owner hit
something. Replacing the oil pan is an expensive, time consuming task so make sure it is in
good condition! If you do see any oil leaks, try to get an idea of the severity and where they are
coming from. A leak at the front of the engine that drops onto the sway bar may be caused by
something like a bad crank seal. Below we have listed some leaks that should make you think
twice before buying:. The front engine seals will need to be replaced at some point, so check to
see if they have ever been replaced. These cars are not known to burn much oil, but Porsche
states that anything up to around km miles per litre is okay. Ask the owner how much oil the car
uses and if it seems like too much find out what engine oil they use. Oil consumption issues
can often be fixed by using a thicker weight oil, however, they may also be a sign of a more
serious issue. It is vitally important that you make sure the cooling system on a Porsche is
working as intended. If any one of the components in the cooling system fails it can lead to total
engine failure, not something you want! Check the service history and with the owner to see if it
has been regularly maintained. If the coolant expansion tank is cracked or warped it suggests
that the has overheated at some point. Some yellowing of the expansion tank is to be expected
as the car ages. Using the right coolant is very important as the wrong stuff can lead to
overheating and even more serious issues. It is important that you use phosphate-free coolant
that is designed for aluminium in the Porsche Coolant that is brown or muddy suggests that the
vehicle has not been maintained properly. If you see any oily bubbles in the coolant move onto
another Porsche It is recommended that the timing belt be changed every 50, â€” 65, km 30, â€”
40, miles or every 3 â€” 4 years. Additionally, the belt should be re-tensioned 1, km 1, miles after
installation. Avoid any Porsche that has not had its timing belt changed in a long time as it
suggests that the car has been poorly maintained. Watch out for home mechanics that have
replaced the belt themselves. While there are certainly plenty of home mechanics who know
what they are doing, there are also lots who have no idea what they are doing and are just trying
to save a few bucks. If the owner has changed the belt themselves, try to get a gauge on how
mechanically competent they are. We have listed these below:. As they age they can become
brittle and crack, leading to a very expensive problem. These are cheap to replace, so make
sure they have been replaced regularly. We always recommend that you try to inspect the spark
plugs if the owner lets you. While it is not completely necessary, checking the spark plugs can
reveal quite a lot of information about the history and condition of the Porsche you are looking
at. There are quite a lot of different options available, but good quality plugs from Bosch or NGK
will be perfect. Platinum plugs will last longer than copper, but some owners say their s run
better on copper. Remember to check the service history and with the owner to see when the
spark plugs were last replaced. Long periods between changes could be a sign of poor
maintenance. Additionally, check the condition of the spark plug wires. Look for any cracks in
the insulation or black streaks on the top of the engine around the wires. It is important to check
that the fuel lines are in good condition. On later model s the fuel lines are in a location that if
they fail, fuel can get onto the exhaust headers, which will cause a fire. Check to see if these
have ever been replaced and if they look questionable, they should be replaced immediately.
Cool air supplied by the air duct will greatly increase the life of the alternator. Make sure you
give the exhaust a good once over as problems here can be quite expensive to fix. Watch out
for the following problems:. The exhaust manifolds tend to crack with age on these cars. A
small crack can be fixed by a competent welder but a big one will require a complete
replacement not cheap. Always check what is coming out of the exhaust when inspecting a
Porsche Do this both on engine start-up and while you are test driving the vehicle. However, if
you see lots of vapor or smoke then there is a problem. Below we have listed what the different
colors of smoke mean:. If the smoke smells sweet, it is probably coolant. Alternatively, white
smoke can also be produced when the turbo is blown. To check for blue smoke, ask a friend to
follow you while drive the vehicle and take it through the rev range. Alternatively, get the owner
to drive the car for a bit and watch out the back. Blue smoke on start-up and overrun is a sign
that the car has been thrashed. Blue smoke could also be a sign that the turbo oil seals are
gone quite expensive to fix. The first things you should check is the air-filter and other intake
components. An overheating Porsche is big trouble, so if you notice any signs of the problem
you need to be extra cautious. Additionally, watch out for cars that have had past overheating

problems as well. Here are some things to watch out for:. Remember to check the temperature
gauge. If it is low, then there may be a problem with the thermostat. If the gauge is reading on
the higher end it is a sign that the cooling system is struggling. We recommend that you get the
owner to start the vehicle for you for the first time. There are two reasons for this:. The car
should jump into life when the key is turned in the ignition. This could be something simple like
a bad battery or a much more serious issue. Once the car warms up the idle speed should be
around â€” 1, rpm. Expect the idle speed to be slightly higher when the vehicle is first started.
Additionally, turn on the air conditioning if it has it , the electronics and lights to see what
happens to the idle speed. Expect to see a bit of an increase but the car should not stall. Always
listen out for any misfiring or chugging, especially when the vehicle is not warmed up properly.
These problems can be caused by anything from worn injectors to low compression. Squealing
sounds can be a sign of a worn belt in any one of the pumps, in the alternator or they may even
be caused by the timing belt. The Porsche uses hydraulic lifters which can wear out with age.
Another common cause of tapping is from the injectors. If you have a stethoscope you can put
it up to the top end, or to an injector to see which one is causing the problem. The AFM in a
Porsche features a flap that moves backwards and forwards across a potentiometer strip. Flat
spots eventually develop near the solder points causing random surges of voltage. This can
cause the engine to run too rich or too lean, and the vehicle will feel like it is hitting a brick wall
and will not accelerate. Alternatively, the car will bog down until you really step on the throttle
and hit higher rpms. If the car shakes violently when the engine is running it is probably caused
by bad motor mounts. The mounts themselves are not too expensive, but it is quite a labor
intensive task to get them fitted. To maximize the life of a turbocharger make sure that quality
lubricants are used and that the vehicle has been serviced at the correct intervals or before.
Listen out for any weird whistling, rumbling or high-pitched metallic sounds when the turbo is
at full boost. If the turbo is making these sort of sounds it is well past its prime. However, the
turbocharger will probably completely fail before making these sort of sounds. Here are some
signs of a failing turbo:. While a compression test is not completely necessary when purchasing
a Porsche , it is recommended, especially if you are looking to get yourself a really good
example. Compression tests can tell you quite a bit of information about how a has been looked
after and its history. Minimum readings should be as follows:. More than this and there may be
a problem. It is not uncommon to find a Porsche for sale with a rebuilt engine especially as
these cars are getting on a bit now. There is nothing wrong with this as long as the rebuild has
been done by a competent Porsche or specialist. The biggest thing to watch out for is cars with
rebuilt engines that have been slapped together for a quick sale. If you are thinking of buying a
Porsche with a rebuilt engine try to find out who did the work and look up their reviews. You
should also be careful of s with freshly rebuilt engines as they are an unknown. A rebuild that
has travelled 10, km already is probably a safer bet. Take the car through all the gears at both
low and high engine speeds. Listen out for any strange grinding or whirring noises and make
sure that the shifts are smooth. Synchro wear can be a sign of a thrashed car or it may simple
be caused by high mileage wear and tear. A really high-pitched wailing sound that gets louder
when you go faster may be caused by a bad pinion gear. If the transmission sounds like it has a
bunch of rolling metal balls in it, the pinion area or other areas of the transmission have a
problem. Transmission fluid should be changed every 48, km 30, miles or every 2 years, so
make sure it has been done. Changing the transmission fluid is a fairly simple task so there is
no excuse if it has not been done. The Porsche uses a torque tube instead of a driveshaft. A
torque tube is an encased tube that directly connects the engine in the front to the transmission
in the back. Within this setup there is a set of four bearing, inserts within these bearings, and a
shaft that rides on the bearings. As the car ages the bearings can dry up and go bad. The centre
of the inserts is a rubber material, so the likelihood of the shaft seizing is quite low. However,
this problem can reduce power going to the wheels and cause issues with the transmission.
Replacing the bearings themselves is not too expensive, but the labour can be. To get to them
the exhaust will need to be removed, the transmission will need to be dropped and the
suspension will need to be pulled away. The Flex Plate will eventually fail on automatic Porsche
s and is expensive to replace. Check the service history to see if it has every been replaced.
Replacing the clutch is an expensive job, so make sure it is in good condition and watch out for
the following:. It should engage around 7 to 10 cm 2. Engagement that is early or too late
indicates a problem. Once you have done this, plant your foot on the throttle and watch the
revs. Here are some things that can cause slippage. Rev the Porsche hard once it is warm and
see If it moves. If the car does move, the clutch is not disengaging when you shift and parts will
wear prematurely. If the clutch has been replaced, check to see if it has spring centered one as
they tend to last a very long time. The original clutches fitted to s featured a rubber centered
disk that become brittle and crack. The seals on the clutch master and slave cylinders can

shrink and fail, leading to fluid and pressure loss. This fluid can also get into the cabin area
from the master cylinder and can eat away at the carpet, paint and floor, leading to potential
corrosion issues. To check for this, pull back the rubber boot on the master cylinder and look
for any signs of fluid or contamination. If you see any at all the master cylinder will need to be
replaced. Another common sign of this problem is that the clutch will not fully return all the way
up. This symptom may not be consistent, and a bleed will temporarily fix it. However, if you
want to permanently fix it the cylinder will need to be replaced. Both the master and the slave
cylinder should be replaced at the same time. Rebuilding the slave cylinder is possible as long
as there is not rust in it. Take your time inspecting the exterior and body of a Porsche Bodywork
issues can be a nightmare to put right and they may also be an indication accident damage.
Still, you should still check for it as rust suggests that the vehicle has not been maintained
properly or it has been in an accident. The only place that will almost certainly rust is the battery
tray. This area is prone to corrosion as the original Porsche batteries leaked acid. If the tray is
not replaced the rust can spread. Another area to watch out for is the front portion of the rear
quarters, right below the rock guards. Rust can be more common on vehicles that live in
countries that salt their roads or those that have lived by the sea. While you are unlikely to
come across a Porsche with significant rust issues, it is still important to check for past rust
problems. Inspect the body thoroughly for any areas that may have been repaired
inconsistencies in the paint, etc. Crash damage and other accident damage is a major issue as
body panels can be expensive to replace. Watch out for the following:. The hatch seals can
shrink, deform and go bad, so check to make sure they are in good condition. If the seals have
failed, exhaust fumes can make their way into the cabin, not good! If you find that the seats fill
with water or that the back carpet is wet, then the hatch seals are probably gone. Replacing the
entire hatch is very expensive, but there are kits to fix the leaks. How does the paint look? Is it
peeling? Does the paint on the outside match the paint in the engine bay? These cars are
getting on a bit, so expect a few paint problems, especially on cars that have travelled far. Bad
resprays are a sign of a poor owner and can be a nightmare to put right. It is important to check
as many of the suspension and steering components as possible. Worn or broken suspension
and steering components can be expensive to repair or replace. Watch out for early Porsche s
with power steering as the system often leaks. The power steering system on these cars is not
defective, but they are getting old and many owners use power steering fluid in them instead of
Porsche approved steering fluid or automatic transmission fluid. Power steering fluid is too thin
and can get past the seals, which will cause leaks. Remember to ask the owner what fluid they
put in the system and if it is power steering fluid you will have to flush the system a few times or
repair it. Watch out for owners that disconnect the power steering system and claim the car has
a manual rack. During a test drive remember to check that the vehicle drives straight without
you having to correct the wheel. If you do have to correct the steering wheel it indicates that the
wheel alignment is out. Alternatively, it may be a sign of other issues. Braking performance on
anyone of the Porsche models should be more than adequate for road use, so if the brakes feel
spongy or underpowered there is a problem. Watch out for the following during an inspection.
With the car off, pump the brake pedal until it firms up, then with your foot still on the brake
pedal, start the vehicle. The brake pedal should go down slightly when you do this. If it does not
the brake booster may be bad quite an expensive problem. It is important to test the brakes on a
Porsche under both light and hard braking circumstances. This can occur if the car has been
sitting for unused for a long period of time. If the caliper has seized on the Porsche you are test
driving, you may hear a load thud when you pull away for the first time. Loud bangs, knocks or
other strange noises when the brakes are used should be investigated closely as they may
signal some expensive bills on the horizon. Weak feeling brakes or brakes that struggle to stop
the car signal an issue. Take a look at the wheels â€” are they curbed or scuffed? Are they
original or modified? Are they all the same? Curbed or damaged wheels are a sign of a careless
owner and if the rims are not stock ask the owner if they have the originals. Remember to check
the tires for the following:. Give the interior a good once over â€” does it look good for its age?
Are there any rips or stains on the seats? If the car interior smells like coolant, then the heater
core is probably leaking. Watch out for cars that have interior scents fitted as the owner may be
trying to cover something up. If there is a stain or it is a slightly different color than the rest of
the headliner, then a smoker has probably owned the car at some point. Not a big problem, but
something to bargain on. You should also inspect the steering wheel, gear shifter, pedals,
carpet and mats for wear as they can indicate how far the Porsche you are inspecting has
travelled. The Porsche is rumored to have a poor air conditioning system. If the owner just says
the air con needs re-gassing, the issue is probably a lot more serious otherwise they would
have got it done. Make sure that all the other electronics work as intended. Play with all the
other buttons, switches and dials. Remember to check that all the warning lights are on when

the ignition is first turned on. If the warning lights do not appear during engine start-up then
they may have been disconnected to hide an issue. Aftermarket components need to be
inspected closely to make sure they work and are installed correctly. Poor workmanship here
can be a sign of a careless owner. You will need to get out of the car when you are doing this or
get somebody to help you. The washer pumps are prone to failure and the washer tanks tend to
crack and leak. These two problems are fairly cheap and easy to fix, but use them as a
bargaining point if the you are looking at has them. This information applies to both dealers and
private sealers. Knowledge is power and it can save you a lot of money when purchasing a
vehicle. Lots of owners make the mistake of believing that they are preserving their car by not
driving it. In reality, this is completely false and not driving a vehicle can actually do more
damage than good. Letting a car sit will not prevent rust or stop the electronics from failing. In
addition to this, receipts and paperwork for modifications can help you determine whether they
have been done by an experienced tuner or a bad one. These sort of websites can be incredibly
useful, but there is usually a cost associated with them. There are loads more questions you
can ask the seller, but we feel these are some of the most important. Here are some things that
would make as walk away from a Porsche. While you may be happy with a vehicle with these
problems, we are not. The owner is one of the most important things to think about when
viewing any vehicle. Remember, it is your problem if you wind up buying an absolute lemon.
Here are some things to watch out for. You can easily compare the price, specs and condition of
different Porsche s and you will be able to select the ones that look the best. Dealers tend to be
a bit more expensive than private sellers, but sometimes you can get some extras thrown in or
better protection. Additionally, social media groups are often great places to find spare parts or
get advice from other owners. Look to see if there are any Porsche clubs in your area as these
are often great places to find cars for sale or ask for advice. The Porsche is an excellent car and
they are reliable if they are looked after properly. On one handâ€¦. You must be logged in to post
a comment. About WordPress. Info Subscriptions Payments. No products in the cart. Sign in.
Search for:. A New Engine The main criticism of the was that it featured an under-powered Audi
engine. Porsche Road Car The production version of the Porsche would make its debut the next
year in Related Articles. Responses Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! I'm
considering buying a Boxster. Is the IMS failure possibility something you can detect in a
pre-purchase inspection of the car? For all of you current and former Boxster owners, there has
been a class action lawsuit won dealing with the IMS failure. Only applies to USA citizens. Too
bad it doesn't apply to future owners, but maybe it will be enough to get Porsche to start being
nicer to their customers with IMS issues. I've had my Boxster for 17 years and have never had
an engine problem. I've maintained the car mostly myself and have saved a bunch of money
doing so. Look - if you want a Toyota, I suggest you buy one and you'll have many happy low
cost miles ahead of you. If you want a true performance car that's a blast to drive, that's
amazing in the corners and has incredible build quality, buy a Porsche. I will never buy anything
else. After a complete engine rebuild to the tune of 5 grand, we were back on the road. FYI: The
rebuild lasted until our beloved little silver bullet was totaled in a front end collision last
September with just over miles total miles on the odometer. The airbags and crumple zones
worked flawlessly, and I walked away unharmed. Did you get a good deal? Be sure to come
back and share! Edmunds Moderator. I'd like to pick one up, but I thought the problem was
done with after From reading this it seems more like is the beginning of the better engine.
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September edited June in Porsche.
Here is a story that I need to share in hope I can spare someone else the same experience: My
Boxster was recently diagnosed with the apparently very common intermediate shaft failure IMS
failure. Add the hours needed to put it in, and this is more then the cars current value. The car
has miles on it and had every scheduled service, done by Porsche certified shops. When I
approached Porsche to help me out, they had a good laugh and told me that the warranty
expired 6 years ago. Even after I pointed to the "Implied Warranty of Merchantability and Fitness
of Purpose" regulation in this country, and told them that nobody would buy a car knowing that
it's engine will disintegrate after miles, they had nothing to say. I guess my fault for trying to
keep the car in good shape and not driving it enough so that the failure would occur within the
warranty period. And, naturally, fascination. I'm left with two options: donate the car, or get a
lawyer. Neither is remotely what I'd like to do. It is beyond me how Porsche can act this way.
They want to make a profit out of this and sell me a new engine. An engine that I need to replace
due to a design flaw that they built into it. They didn't even offer to give me a new engine at their
cost. I hope many people read this post and it shows them how Porsche treats its customers. I
know, I'll never buy one again. And believe me, it hurts to say that: I loved to drive my Boxster.

Read up on the IMS failure and think again if you think of buying a Porsche. The user forums are
full of people with similar stories. Don't make the mistake I made. Don't buy a Porsche!
September October This is a worthwhile forum for anyone wanting to purchase a Porsche built
from through that contains the infamous M96 engine subject to IMS failure. I have read many
such episodes as the one posted above. I have read two episodes where owners had this
happen on two different cars that they owned. I have read an account of a failure as low as 6,
miles. I have read another where the owner had the failure on a crowded high-speed freeway
and was lucky to get the car to the side of the road without being killed. An owner in Toronto
bought an '05 Boxster just out of warranty and had the problem soon after he bought the car.
He's trying to pull together a class action suit against Porsche. I recall reading about an owner
in Britain who won a case against Porsche. The judge said that Porsche should be building
engines that go , miles, not the crap that ends up in an IMS failure. From the accounts I've read,
Porsche replaces the defective engine with a rebuilt one if your car is still under warranty. If
your car is slightly out of warranty and the dealer service manager likes the color of your tie that
day, Porsche may throw in only a few thousand dollars and you're stuck with the rest. And if
you're like the poster above, you're simply stuck. Boxsters have been subject to some real
head-spinning depreciation already, so when you add on the bill for an engine replacement, it's
a major financial hit. A lot of people will have to pay more for a new engine than their car is
worth. Because Porsche has not addressed this issue publicly and will not grant potential
victims an extended warranty or a free mechanical fix of the problem, many otherwise good
used cars are now tainted. It is certainly affecting resale value. If you want to read more, just
Google "Porsche" and "engine failure" or go to sites like rennlist. After you do the free
registration on the sites, you can search for engine failure information and find plenty of
hair-raising stories. My advice to owners looking for a Porsche built with the M96 engine: buy a
Corvette. I couldn't agree more. Not that a Corvette would be my first choice, but Porsche needs
to be taught a lesson. To top it off, get this: I had a Porsche staff member reply to one of my
posts about this issue in another forum, basically telling me to suck it up. The reason I know it
was a Porsche employee is, because the post had details about my claim that I never mentioned
in the forum, so only I and the Porsche employees that worked on my claim had that knowledge.
The person claimed to be a Willi x, but turned out to be lady with the name Heather. I was
speechless when I read the post. November I had my car towed to the local Porsche dealer and
they agreed to replace the entire engine under warranty. My car had only 22K miles and I didn't
drive her too hard. I have hit mph and she felt good. I don't think I was abusing her, Porsches
are suppose to go fast! That's a lot of money and I'm glad the engine blew while it was under
warranty. The dealer told me the engine they put in had been upgraded and should not throw
the shaft through the side of the block, like this one did. January Same thing happened to me,
however the car's warranty had expired. The cost is prohibitive to me. Porsche offered nothing,
not even willing to split the cost. Where is your dealer? February That's really unfortunate. I am
a much bigger fan of the newer Porsches than I am of the older ones, but that's just me. The
newer Boxter's are pretty tempting with the additional HP that has been brought up to hp. If they
were just lbs lighter, they would be pretty awesome cars, but I suppose that's why they make
aftermarket CF products. July I took a Porsche Boxter into "Porsche of Destin" on Monday, July
12th, for a routine oil change and asked them to check for the cause of an intermittent "check
engine" light. She priced it at nine hundred and eighty something dollars. She also said we
needed a transaxle service for about three hundred fifty dollars. This car is garaged and is in
MINT condition with only 25, miles on it nowhere near 30, miles. After thinking about it for a
while, I called back and complained to the Service Manager that she had LIED to me about the
car needing the 30, mile service. THe apologized for her telling me that and said that it was
"recommended" that the service be done now. I rejected his advice and told them to do only the
oil change and fix the "check engine light". They were to drop the car off at the house on
Wednesday about 2 miles away and hide the key, where specified, when done. I received a call
on Wednesday saying we needed a new air filter due to the foam falling apart. I agreed to that. I
arranged for immediate payment over the phone and they were to take rhe car back to our
driveway, hiding the key in the pre-agreed location, in a waterproof zip lock bag. I told him that
I'd have to drive miles to come and put it away in the garage, but wouldn't be able to do it until
Sunday. They said they wouldn't be able to drop it off about 2 miles until Friday morning. I told
them that would be fine but reminded him to put the key in the waterproof bag for abut the third
time and reminding him that I'd be driving miles to come and put it in the garage on Sunday.
Frustrated with their lack of consideration I drove to the dealership to see if there was a phone
number on the door that a person can call after hours. They don't have a phone number on
display any where on the premises. Monday, July 19th. The car has been in their custody for a 8
days and still no delivery and no courtesy to call and explain why. Tuesday, July 20th. I finally

called the Service Manager and asked why they hadn't delivered the car as promised. I told his
that they'd cost me to drive miles for nothing, and now I was going to have to do that again. I'd
told him at least three times and reminded him that it often rains here when it's not forcasted to
do so He hung up on me. At this point, I called back and asked for the owner and was told by
the sales department that he wouldn't be in. The saleman with whom I spoke was very
courteous unlike the lady service advisor and the Service Manager. He took notes with which to
inform the management. I doubt very seriously that I'll ever have the car serviced at this
dealership again. I drive to Mobile, AL to have the Lexus serviced, and maybe that's the best
choice for servicing the Porsche. That's a real shame. The facilities are great. The sales
department is courteous. But the Service Department??? I expected more from Porsche. What a
disappointment!!! August I love this one man! November edited November Yep, I am thinking
about buying a Porsche with the M96 engine in it. I am sorry to say but the only reason I can
entertain the idea is because the engines suck. This caused the value of the car to plummet
making it remotely possible I can afford one. I figure if I can put a VW engine in a bug old rear
engine kind in 30 min, which I have done I think I can replace a M96 in a week or so. If you have
a boxster with a blown engine give me a call. Apologies to those that took the deprecation hit.
December I am looking at a '98 Boxster with miles on it. How concerned should I be about this
IMF problem? I will likely drive it a little more than the previous owner. Should I be more
concerned about a car that obviously has a long history of remaining idle for long periods? Any
other issues I should be aware of? June I was actually in the market for a new Boxster, the
Spyder to be exact. Getting rid of my tank, a BMW 7 Series. Like all my cars, I was considering
getting used too. I won't go on further since based on your post I am passing on getting a new
Spyder or a used Boxster. Thanks again for the detailed post. For other readers since your post
is so old I am an attorney and while I understand your not wanting to retain counsel, this can
probably be pursued as a manufacturing defect. As you say, engines should not require
replacement at 60, miles. The dealer and manufacturer know this and are simply seeing if you
will go away. Note: on some warranty law claims you can recover attorneys fees and costs, so
there's an incentive for an attorney to take the case. I am close to "pulling the trigger" on an 03
boxster S with miles. Any input on whether I should do this or not please let me know. I
appreciate any honest feedback on any issues that I should look out for. I have owned a BMW in
the past and did not have an issue with a "german born" car. Hi all, I'm thinking of buying a
boxster miles. By this year and model, has Porsche taken care of the ims problem? It's the one
thing holding me back. I guess I've been rather spoiled having had a Z-3 for the last ten years
that hasn't given me a bit of trouble. Any thoughts would be appreciated. March Do you have
any update to your Boxster? What have you done since then? Were you able to get any kind of
resolution from Porsche? I also saw a class action law suit might be happening Porsche had no
intention of doing anything. They told me that I bought the car used and it was out of warranty,
and that they don't see why they should do anything. Case closed. I guess they don't usually
deal with people that actually have a budget I traded the car in at a different dealership not
letting them know anything about the issue, and their Porsche certified mechanic didn't spot it. I
almost felt bad; almost. I'm driving a BMW now, and so far the experience is very different. I am
glad you were able to get rid of it before it got worse I am sure the dealer you've traded it in can
rebuild and upgrade Boxster and sell it at hefty profit This whole handling of the IMS issue is
bad for Porsche, I'm pondering whether I should sell it or not Thanks for sharing your
experience. If you like the car and want to keep it for a while, why not just install the LN
Engineering upgrade? April Thanks for all the information, I was very close to buying a Boxer
convertible with 56K miles. My wife and I took the car out and just loved it. But after reading the
reports on the engine and the expense involved with maintance we have deceided against it and
instead will look for another make of automobile.. It is sad that Porsche will not stand behind its
owners. In checking for buying an extended warranty this beautiful car does not qualify so I'm
sure it will be sent to the auction. Thanks again people for your honest input. You have saved
this Senior citizen and his wife a lot of money Blessings to you. May How many people who
actually own a Porsche with IMS failure? I am sure there are a few out there but the forum make
it sound worst than what it is. I have had a few Porsche. He is working on many Porsche also.
He have not seen 1 with IMS failure yet. October edited October I've been looking at buying a ,
and the IMS problem is definitely reflected in the prices, along with the looks that many don't
like. Anyway, there is an IMS retrofit on the market that supposedly fixes the problem. As to the
original story, the car in question is worth far more than nothing. Parted out could net you more
than a complete functioning vehicle. There are also plenty of mechanics who love to buy it and
shove a junk yard m96 into it. I feel very stupid. I just bought a used Carrear and now I find out
about this ims problem. I am selling this thing ASAP. I will never think about buying a Porsche
product again. Porsche is usually one of the most reliable cars in the world and things like that

are very unlikely to happen. So no worries and takt this from a 35 year long Porsche Customer
who was always very satisfied with the over 25 Porsche I owned. Just one side note: The
Boxster was initially intended to be build for the female customers of Porsche This is a design
defect that destroys engines. You've been lucky, fine. And the jerk comments are not needed.
April edited April People are suckers for "German Engineering" There is a sucker born every
minute Yes posters will say there is failure rate with every brand. There's no substitute for
thorough research when you're buying an old car. The Boxster is a great choice, provided it is
well maintained, which does cost more than many other sports cars I've owned. My daily driver
is a S model that I bought with 98K miles on it. The fix is to have that bearing upgraded before it
goes. Later engines have a stronger design. The motor in my car was replaced under warranty
at around 45K miles with the newer design. No matter what Porsche says, I'd never go over 5K
miles between oil changes. I bought my first car in Aug , it was a base Boxster with K miles on
it. I sold it in Dec with K miles on it. No major issues other than oil seprator during my entire
ownership. I actually don't know this issue until I sold the car. Some people saying the issue
usually happen between 50k miles to 80k miles, and is unlikely to happen before 30k miles or
after k miles. If the car already has k miles and still runs good, then that car is not affected by
IMS failure. That's generally true Tony, according to data gathered by the Porsche club, but they
also noted that IMS failure can happen any time to any Boxster or up to around If you buy one of
these cars used, you MUST have it checked out prior to purchase. The best you can do is to saw
the oil filter in half and look for any bearing debris. If you see even a little, that engine will soon
be toast, no matter how well it runs at the moment. In some cases, you can intervene at that
point with a retrofit IMS bearing but that's expensive and if there's already debris in the system,
there's still a risk. If you see no sign of debris, then go ahead and buy it, but religiously change
the oil every 3, miles, no matter what the "book" says. And keep your fingers crossed. If the
engine grenades on your early Boxster or , the car is pretty much totaled and not worth
repairing. Those of you whining and complaining about Porsche problems no matter the model
and having a budget have no business owning a "Porsh". To the rest of you, you already know
that owning a Porsche is like having the slightly crazy yet beautiful SO.. July edited July
Dealerships reflect the attitude of the dealership owner. I've owned Porsches for more than 50
years and I've seen a few dealerships When I moved to the Denver area I was not impressed
with the nearest available Porsche dealer. I found a non-dealer mechanic shop close to home
and he has proven to be the best yet. Regarding the IMS problem one of my cars had the
suspect engine. My wrench called me the day Porsche released the news. I took him my car, he
checked it, it was fine and he installed the 'new' part. He does things like warn me when
statistics which he receives from Porsche indicate a potential problem when I'm preparing for
my annual 3K road trip. Did you know that at K miles the water pump becomes less reliable? He
showed me the report and I told him to replace the pump. You just have to find a responsible
dealer or go elsewhere. February edited February Not even close. Best defense against IMS
failure? Change the oil every 3, miles. Saw open the oil filter and inspect. If you see anything
suspicious, drop the sump and look further. Install a magnetic oil plug no, Porsche doesn't give
you one! Rev your engine as much as possible. Do not drive in 5th or 6th gear at rpm--that's
asking for it. I just think that for Porsche to have a problem like that is inexcusable. They should
have extended the engine warranty to , miles as many manufacturers would have but no, not
Porsche. I think their hard core fans have already forgiven them or blown this under the carpet. I
only have one car for me and my wife Newer Camry Hybrid. I also lived in germany 3 years.
Been around a little over my years. I haven't had alot of driving fun lately, and would like to try a
newer Porsche, I drove an old one many years ago. I am thinking Cayman or I like the sound of
the 6, has to be much better than a 4 cyl, especially when reving and fun. New, well want to keep
it around 80k,,, used, only a couple years old. I don't want to lease. I am retired, but won't put a
lot of miles on. We have our share of really bad weather here in Oregon. Anyone, ideas. I don't
have deep pockets. But, would like to put at least 40 k down as down, if I did use payments. I
have seen a few used that looked very tempting, but I really want a warranty, and hate those
crappy after market warranties, but they would probably not sell one for a Porsche anyways. Oy
yeah, one more thing, I don't expect abusing the tires, not my thing. Might be a few months
before I get more serious on a car. Sign In or Register to comment. Is the a thrilling Porsche on
a budget, or just an overpriced and expensive-to-fix four-banger? That depends on who you
ask. And with few other major movements in the wider Porsche market at least compared to
years past big changes seem unlikely in the near term. Its 2. The first U. The also looks so darn
good that Mazda shamelessly copied its looks for the second-gen RX Mitsubishi did the same
with its Starion. Porsche improved performance with the twin-cam S hp , the 3. When the power
goes up, so does the price, but the S2 is arguably the best all-rounder. Not only is it cheaper to
buy and maintain than a Turbo, it only makes 12 fewer horsepower and that big 3. Plus, no turbo

lag. Speaking of maintenance, the may have been cheap to buy for many years on the used
market, but it has never been cheap to keep running, and that has left plenty of budget-minded
owners caught unawares. Some owners over the years daily drove and neglected their cars, but
others took the Porsche badge more seriously and pampered their car like it was a , so
condition of a given can vary wildly. From about to the end of , the rising tide of values lifted all
the other boats in the Porsche sea, including previously underappreciated models like the , and
In some cases, values doubled or even tripled in value over the past 10 years. This is mostly
why s are tracking flat and are pretty middle-of-the-road relative to the rest of the market.
Buying and Selling. The Porsche is no longer the bargain it once was Andrew Newton. A Story
About. Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks
for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Brandan Gillogly. News car barn-find sale is ripe
with Mazda rotary power Brandan Gillogly. Share Leave comment. Frequent Faults behind the
Porsche Brake Booster Your speedy Porsche 's brake booster is engineered specifically to
provide you an extra braking power when you hit the brake pedal. However, constant braking
use will soon impair the brake booster and will lead to all sorts of car problems such as leaking
and fluid contamination. If you think your needs a brake booster repair, better pop up the hood
and perform some troubleshooting. Listed below are some of the frequent defects encountered
by the Porsche and the reasons behind them:. Probably the most common symptom of a faulty
brake booster is a higher and harder pedal. You see, this can be easily felt when hitting the
brakes. A defective brake booster requires you to apply greater pressure to stop the car. In
addition, the auto takes a much longer stopping distance than what is normally required. This
situation is usually a result of a broken clamp, loose hoses, or cracked vacuum hose
connections. A brake booster failure can also be diagnosed by checking the seals inside the
rear part of the master cylinder. When these seals fail, the brake fluid will spill out and
contaminate the brake booster's housing. This is easily diagnosed by checking the bottom of
the housing for leaks. This leaking will also cause the diaphragms inside the booster to deform.
Because the brake booster is an essential part of the car's vacuum system, testing the intake
vacuum and atmospheric pressure would greatly help in diagnosing defects. To test, turn off
the engine and pump the brakes for several times to deplete the stored vacuum. Once done, try
hitting the pedal lightly while the engine is on. If you feel nothing at the brake pedal, then there
is something wrong with the brake booster. You see, a working brake booster would let the
pedal fall away a little before it becomes firm. Sometimes a brake booster malfunction is caused
by a master cylinder pin that is either too short or too long. The defect in size causes the valve
to fail from opening at the exact time, which is crucial in order to produce the pressure needed
to stop the auto. Providing enough stopping and braking power from minimum brake pedal
pressure for your speedy Porsche is made possible with a working and efficient brake booster.
Located under the hood, this part is not immune to leakage and wearing. When it no longer
functions efficiently, it can lead to several sorts of car problems such as a difficulty in braking
or a stiffer brake pedal. To keep your Porsche in its optimum racing condition, follow these easy
maintenance steps: Performing regular brake booster and vacuum testing To ensure that the
brake booster is in top shape, it is advised to regularly perform brake booster testing. You see,
brake booster problems may also indicate a failing vacuum system. You must regularly check
for vacuum system leaks or worn vacuum check valves. This diagnosis can be easily done
without the use of special, expensive tools. Repainting and refurbishing the brake booster The
brake fluid can cause the brake booster's coating to fade away easily. This is because brake
fluid is an effective paint remover. When applying for paint or coating, graphite lube is advised
as an effective coating. You see, this addition provides a good covering to ward off
contamination from harmful chemicals. Using the right cleaning materials When cleaning both
the brake booster and the master cylinder, it is advised to use a brake cleaner because the parts
come in contact with the brake fluid. Additionally, degreasers and wire brushes perform the job
of removing oil residue, grime, and grease. Knowing when to replace the brake booster An
efficient brake booster can last until 30 years, but in some cases it can wear out faster and may
need to be replaced when other components of the braking system are malfunctioning. For
instance, a faulty master cylinder may leak inside the well-conditioned brake booster and may
cause the diaphragm to decompose. Other maintenance remindersWhen the brake booster is
detached, be sure to disconnect the battery because the pedal falls once the brake booster is
removed. Also, when reattaching the brake booster, it is best to let it dry with an air hose before
installing. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Ef
automatic transmission repair manuals online
2011 nissan pathfinder lifted
patriot trailer amazon

forts. Select your vehicle. Porsche Brake Booster. We do not have any compatible Porsche
Brake Booster. Porsche Brake Booster Guides. Listed below are some of the frequent defects
encountered by the Porsche and the reasons behind them: Delayed braking and harder pedal
Probably the most common symptom of a faulty brake booster is a higher and harder pedal.
Brake booster fluid contamination A brake booster failure can also be diagnosed by checking
the seals inside the rear part of the master cylinder. Defective brake booster vacuum Because
the brake booster is an essential part of the car's vacuum system, testing the intake vacuum
and atmospheric pressure would greatly help in diagnosing defects. Other troubleshooting tips
Sometimes a brake booster malfunction is caused by a master cylinder pin that is either too
short or too long. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
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